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Clitics, Scrambling and Parsing

William Lewis

1 Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to devise optimal algorithms for parsing linguistic structures that
contain P2 (Wackernagel) clitics. Since many languages that have P2 clitics also allow
scrambling, any algorithms for parsing P2 clitics must also contain algorithms for parsing
scrambled structures. Most of the energy of this paper, however, will be focused on P2 parsing.

Although many languages have P2 clitics. I have focused most of my attention on Native
American languages (with some exceptions). There is one major reason for this: languages of
the Americas are almost entirely ignored by the computational and parsing literature, which
focuses on languages of the Indo- European language family (and almost always on English, at
that). By doing so, researchers deprive themselves of data and linguistic structural diversity that
can help in devising more widely applicable parsing algorithms.

This is a computational paper, the intention of which is to develop parsing procedures.
Little attention will be paid to a specific syntactic /morphological theory, nor will much attention
be paid to the form of the output. These are concerns that can be addressed in a later stage of
parser design.

What is an "optimal" parsing algorithm? I shall define the optimality of a given solution
by the criteria in (1) below:

(1) 1) The optimal solution is one which uses devices and formalisms whose generative
capacity is as low as possible on the Chomsky hierarchy.

2) The optimal solution uses as few "rules" or "devices" as possible.

Obviously, it will be necessary to strike a balance between these two criteria. For this
reason, the issue of optimality may be somewhat lexìbìe, depending on how much wèight is
given to each criterion. The most optimal solutions might require the power of context -sensitive
rules, but these may be used in concert with context -free or even finite -state rules.

2 Definitions

Because this paper may appeal to a diverse audience, I will first define some of the terms used
herein. These definitions will be the focus of this section.

2.1 Parsing

The term parsing evolved from the Latin pars orationis, which means "part of speech" (Russell
and Norvig 1995). The task of parsing involves analyzing input, identifying its components, and
assembling these components into some valid, "parsed" structure. For natural language input, a
parser will generally identify the words within a sentence, assign them parts of speech, and
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assemble them into phrases. The output might be a simple listing of the word and phrase
categories in the input, or might contain a more involved tree or hierarchical structure. A parser
might also indicate whether the input is ungrammatical, and might indicate where it fails to be
grammatical. (Please note: The sense of parser is described here in the traditional computational
sense. There are certainly many other types of parsing that will not be addressed in this paper.)

2.2 The Chomsky Hierarchy

The generative capacity of a grammatical formalism describes the set of languages or structures
that it can represent. The four classes of grammatical formalisms of the Chomsky hierarchy, in
order of generative power, are shown in (2):

(2) a) Recursively Enumerable
(a.k.a. Type 0, Unrestricted)

b) Context -sensitive
c) Context -free
d) Regular (finite- state)

AB ->C

AB -> BA, ASB -a AXB
S -->aSb
S-aS

(Please note that upper -case letters denote non -terminal symbols, and lower -case denote
terminals. For a thorough discussion of the Chomsky hierarchy, see Russell and Norvig 1995,
Allen 1995, or Hoperoft and Ullman 1979.)

Appealing to the first criterion of the definition of optimality described in (1), those
languages appearing lower in the hierarchy are the more optimal (regular being the most
optimal). Thus, algorithms that express regular grammars are more optimal than those that
express context -free grammars, context -free more optimal than context-sensitive, and context -
sensitive more optimal than recursively enumerable. It should also be noted that those grammars
shown higher in the hierarchy subsume the lower grammars, but the reverse is not true. For
example, all context -free grammars are context -sensitive grammars, but not all context -sensitive
grammars are context -free. To say that a grammar is strictly of its type is to say that it cannot be
described by grammars lower in the hierarchy. A strictly context -sensitive grammar, for
instance, cannot be described in context -free terms. All future references to grammars in this
paper will be biased towards the strict interpretation.l

Numerous devices manifest the above described grammars. Finite State Machines
(FSMs), also called Finite State Automata (FSA) or Simple Transition Networks (STNs),
describe the set of devices that are equivalent in expressive power to regular grammars. The
following FSM describes (partially) the nominal inflections of Brazilian Quechua, a member of
the Quechuan family spoken throughout South America:

I Optimality, as defined previously, must be appealed to here. It can be argued that many grammars (perhaps all)
described as context -free can be expressed in fmite -state terms. However, certain constructions may be more
optimally described by a context -free grammar than a finite -state one, because of a sizeable reduction in the number
and repetition of steps. The same may hold between context- sensitive and context -free grammars.
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Figure 1 - STN or FSM of Brazilian Quechua Nominal Inflections

In this diagram, numbered nodes represent specific states within the FSM. Node 1
represents the start state.2 Labeled arcs represent possible paths between nodes. Nodes with
double circles represent possible end -states. If this FSM were used to check the validity of
strings, (3a) would succeed, but (3b) would fail:

(3) a) -n-ku-kuna-ta
b) -iki-ku-kuna-ta

To describe context -sensitive grammars, devices that have memories and can recurse are
needed.3 Recursive Transition Networks (RTNs) are just such devices. The RTNs in Figure 2
describe the grammar required for parsing simple NPs in Yaqui. There are two RTNs shown:
one for the noun phrase (NP) and one for the noun (N). Each node indicates the current position
in the parse. Each arc represents the legal steps that can be taken from a given node to the next
node. For example, from NP1, two steps are legal: N or adj.

2 The nominal stem was not included in the diagram of this FSM. For completeness, a set of arcs representing the
possible nominal stems should precede node 1. To simplify the diagram, these arcs were not included.

This is to allow the expression of recursive context -free rules, such as:
S -* VP (COMP) S
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Figure 2 - RTNs are context free

Lower case letters on arcs indicate lexical items or morphemes. Upper case letters on arcs
indicate calls to other networks (notably the N arc connecting nodes NP 1 and NP2). The pop arc
on each RTN indicates the end of the current RTN, whereupon control is returned to the calling
RTN (a stack, a particular type of memory, is required for such an operation). For example, if
the NP RTN calls the N RTN from node NP 1, after the N RTN is finished processing, control is
returned to the next node in the NP network, namely NP2.

For those unaccustomed to reading diagrams of this kind, two interesting points should be
made about the arcs:

1. The adj arc in the NP RTN can be repeated multiple times. This is possible because the
starting node and ending node for the arc are the same. This is representative of the
grammar of Yaqui since multiple adjectives can modify a noun.

2. When traversing the N RTN, there are two possible paths between Nl and N2: plural or
case. Only one of these can be chosen, not both. This is not a mistake. In Yaqui, the
plural morpheme is mutually exclusive of the case morphemes.

Linear Bounded Automata (LBA) describe a set of devices that have the expressive
power of context -sensitive languages. These will be discussed in further detail later.

Turing machines encompass the entire set of aforementioned devices, and are the only
devices that can be used to describe recursively enumerable languages. Since no algorithms
described in this paper will be recursively enumerable, further discussion of Turing machines
will be avoided.
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2.3 Scrambling

Scrambling, or free word order, is a property exhibited by numerous languages. Although
languages that exhibit scrambling do have basic, canonical word orders, there is significant
freedom in the surface expression of phrasal constituents. For example, in Yaqui the basic word
order is SOV (Escalante 1990)4, yet often sentences violate this order. For example, all the
sentences in (4) are valid, and express basically the same concept, 'Peter kicked the cat'.

(4) a. Peo miisita tetemuk
Peter cat:ACC kick:PERFECTIVE

b. Miisita Peo tetemuk.
cat:ACC Peter kick:PERFECTIVE

c. Tetemuk
kick:PERFECTIVE

'Peter kicked the cat.'

Peo miisita.
Peter cat:ACC

Various semantic, pragmatic, syntactic, and prosodic principles of a language motivate
scrambling. These principles can be grouped into three major classes: contrastive focus or
topicalization, anti- focus, or definiteness /specificity (the fronting of definite objects over
indefinites) (Choi 1996). Whatever the motivation for scrambling, languages that exhibit this
property tend to have a fairly rich inflectional morphology. In addition, the domain within which
scrambling can occur is often constrained. Rich inflectional morphology and a constrained
domain for scrambling will be critical to the design of solutions for parsing scrambled structures.

2.4 P2 Clitics

Second position clitics, also called P2 or Wackernagel clitics, are a special class of clitics which
must occupy second position within a phrase or sentence. Interpretation of "second" is subject to
significant cross -linguistic variation. In some languages, second position means second phrasal
constituent, as in Walpiri, an aboriginal language of Australia:

(5) a. wawiri kapi -na purami
kangaroo FUTURE (clitic) cook

b. wawiri njampu kapi -na purami
kangaroo this FUTURE cook

(Zwicky 1977)

4 Describing the grammar using a basic word order, such as SOV, oversimplifies the notion of constituent order
within a language, since there are many constituents in any language which do not fall neatly within the classes of
Subjects, Objects and Verbs (consider nominal and verbal complements and adjuncts, all forms of oblique objects,
etc.). This is a convenience necessary to make the discussion of parsing algorithms possible. It is also necessary to
permit cross -linguistic analyses. Additional work would be necessary to integrate all such other objects into similar
word order templates.
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In many languages, however, second position is much more loosely defined. In Yaqui,
for example, the first position constituent is defined as either the first phrase, or the first word,
depending on what is receiving focus. In (5a), the phrasal constituent uka ili'uusita is the
focused constituent, and therefore the host of the 1st person singular clitic ne. In (6b), just the
determiner uka is the object of focus, and therefore the landing site for the clitic.5

(6) a. uka ili'uusita =ne aniak
DET:ACC child- ACC =1sg help:PERF
'I helped the child'

b. uka=ne ili'uusita aniak
DET:ACC=1 sg child-ACC help:PERF

(Escalante 1990)

There is even evidence that some languages allow enclisis, or "infix cliticization." One notable
example is from an Iranian language Pakhto, shown in (7).

(7) a. axist6 ba ye
buy it will he
'He would be buying it.'

b. 5.=ba=ye-xista

(Zwicky 1977)

In (7), [ba] and [ye] are members of the second position clitic cluster. In (7a) these clitics
appear following the first syntactic element of the sentence. In (7b) they follow the first
phonological element of the sentence. The gloss for both sentences is the same (although the
placement of the clitic cluster probably has some undocumented impact on the interpretation).

Based on the examples given, it should be obvious that in order to successfully parse P2
clitics, one must consider syntactic, morphological, and possibly phonological properties of the
language.

3 Parsing and Clitics

It has been argued that most, if not all, morphology can be expressed in finite -state terms
(Anderson 1992, Hammond p.c.). (A notable exception might be reduplication.) For instance,
the nominal affix morphology of Brazilian Quechua is easily described by the FSM shown in
Figure 1.

Because clitics appear to operate at the phrasal level, yet in many ways behave as affixes,
they present interesting challenges to the design of a parser. For example, the English possessive
[s] is representative of most clitics, in that it is not limited as to the types of elements to which it
can attach. This can be seen in the following examples:

5 A note about notation: I will consistently separate clitics from their hosts and from other clitics by using the equal
sign "_ ". Affixes, when appropriate to the discussion, will be separated by the dash " -". (This notational convention
was borrowed from Jelinek 1996.) These are merely conveniences to make the identification of clitics and affixes
easier for the reader. It is assumed that a parser would not have access to such conveniences.
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(8) The student's essay.
(9) My mother and father's house.
(10) The guy we went to school with's brother.
(11) The truck driver who drove so slowly's friend.

In (8) and (9), the possessive clitic attaches to a noun, in (10) to a preposition, and in (11)
to an adverb. Adopting a "lexical" strategy similar to that taken in Figure 1, one might propose
the RTN fragments in Figure 3.6

Figure 3 - RTN fragments for English possessive

The main failing of these RTNs, however, are their inability to capture an obvious
generalization: the English possessive does not attach to the specific lexical category noun,
preposition, and adverb, but rather, it binds to the specific phrasal category noun phrase, as
shown in the NP RTN in Figure 4 (next page).

6 The devices shown in figure 4 are arguably finite- state. If these fragments were integrated into a larger device, this
certainly would be true. However, because the devices are given distinct names, it is assumed that other devices
would reference, and call, these devices by the given names. Calling some other device uses requires memory,
specifically a type of memory called a stack, which is a context -free mechanism.
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Figure 4 - English possessive as a phrasal affix

Is the device shown in Figure 4 finite -state? Arguably not. If one were to expand the
shorthand notation for NPs shown in this figure to include all the necessary arcs to express all
possible NPs --the forms shown in (8) -(11), as well as all others --one would have a finite -state
device. However, the fact that the shorthand is used, indicating that the arc is referencing some
other device called "NP, "one has elevated the descriptive power of the device in Figure 4 to that
of a context -free grammar. This shorthand would optimally be needed if multiple references to
NPs were likely. Such a situation is likely in a large network describing the entire grammar of a
natural language. The device in Figure 4 is best described as an RTN, not an FSM.

4 Parsing and P2 Clitics

The advantage of clitics of the type of the English possessive --what Zwicky 1977 would refer to
as simple clitics --is that they attach to specific phrasal types. One can express this easily in a
context -free grammar, by specifying the phrasal category as the host for the clitic. P2 clitics are
a little more problematic, since they do not bind to constituents of a particular phrasal type.
Rather they bind to whatever object is occupying first position. If one examines the Yaqui data
in (12) -(14), one will note that the subject clitic ne attaches to the verb in (12), to a temporal
adverb in (13), and to the object noun phrase in (14).

(12) koche =ne
sleep:IMPERF =1 sg
'I am sleeping.°

(13) tuka =ne tekipanoak
yesterday = l sg work:PERF
'I worked yesterday'

(14) uka ili'uusita =ne aniak
DET:ACC child- ACC =1sg help:PERF
'I helped the child'

(Jelinek, p.c.)

(Escalante 1990)

(Escalante 1990)
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How should one devise a parsing strategy for P2 clitics? The strategy that immediately
presents itself is to create separate rules for each possible phrasal host. For the above examples,
we would need rules or devices for verbs, adverbs, and noun phrases, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 - P2 Parsing Devices

There is a problem with this approach, however: Since P2 clitics can attach to any host
occupying first position, a large number of rules would be necessary to describe all potential first
position hosts, one for each potential host. In addition, more rules would be necessary to
accommodate all instances where the potential hosts do not occupy first position, effectively
doubling the number of rules required. Although the number of rules are finite, a more optimal
solution (by the second criterion of optimality described in (1)) would be one which could
collapse these rules, the purpose of which is to parse the P2 clitic, into a smaller set.

What is really needed is a device similar to that shown in Figure 6, where XI refers to any
phrasal constituent occupying 1st position. The problem with this approach is finding a method
to integrate it into the set of devices describing the entire grammar, such as the devices in Figure
7 (next page). Figure 7 shows the set of devices that are designed to parse canonically ordered
Yaqui sentences. How can both the device in Figure 6 and the devices in Figure 7 be active at

the same time?
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Figure 6 - Second Position RTN

Figure 7 -A Simple Yaqui Parser (Canonical)

Since the P2 clitic is position sensitive, another approach would be to devise context -
sensitive devices. Such devices could be employed at an initial phase of the parsing process,
their sole purpose being to "unpack" the P2 clitic. The output of such a device would be the
input to another device (as those in Figure 7) which performs the actual parse.

What type of device would have the descriptive power of a context -sensitive grammar?
Mentioned briefly in the Definitions section of the paper is the device called the Linear Bounded
Automaton (LBA). From Hoperoft and Ullman 1979, an LBA is defined as a nondeterministic
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Turing machine with the expressive power of context -sensitive grammars. The LBA satisfies the
following two conditions:

1. Its input alphabet includes two special symbols ¢ and $, the left and right endmarkers,
respectively.

2. The LBA has no moves left from ¢ or right from $, nor may it print another symbol over ¢ or
$.

The ¢ and $ symbols essentially define the domain over which the device can operate.
An LBA that transduces the string ABC into the string BAC would have the form shown in
Figure 8 (next page).

Figure 8 Linear Bounded Automaton (LBA),
shown as a transducer

In the case of parsing P2 clitics, the LBA's domain would be minimally confined to the
first and second positions of the input string. As discussed previously, we would want such an
LBA to generate an output which would serve as input to the parsing device. This output should
have the form which most closely resembles the canonical ordering of the language being
processed (SOV in Yaqui). In Yaqui, since P2 clitics are always subject clitics (the full list of
Yaqui subject clitics is shown in (15)), these clitics should always be transduced into first
position. Figure 9 (next page) shows an LBA designed to remove the clitic from its host, a
process which I refer to as unpacking. I have called this LBA a Clitic Unpacker. In this figure,
X refers to any constituent, S -c refers to the P2 subject clitic, and Y and Z refer to all succeeding
constituents (if any) within the domain of the LBA.

(15) Singular Plural
1. =ne =te
2. ='e ='em
3. =0 =m

(Escalante 1990)
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Figure 9 - P2 LBA, Clitic Unpacker

Applying this LBA to the sentence in (16) would generate the "sentence" in (17) (X =
koche, and P2 = ne). Of course, the device accepting this string as input would need to recognize
the clitic ne as a special object: clitics cannot exist in Yaqui detached from their hosts. Prefixing
the clitic with " =" in the output will be used to indicate its special status (as shown).

(16) kochene
kochene
'I am sleeping'

(17) =ne koche

5 Constraining X and P2 - Parametric Variations

There are two problems in designing the P2 LBA: characterizing the form of X (the object in
first position), and characterizing the form of the P2 clitic. First, let's consider the various forms
that X can take in Yaqui. (12) -(14) are repeated here for convenience. Example (18) is a variant
of (14), where the clitic is imbedded within the object NP.

(12) koche =ne
sleep:IMPERF =1 sg
'I am sleeping.'

(13) tuka =ne tekipanoak
yesterday = l sg work:PERF
'I worked yesterday'

(14) uka ili'uusita=ne aniak
DET:ACC child- ACC =1sg help:PERF
'I helped the child'

(18) uka=ne ili'uusita aniak
DET:ACC=lsg child-ACC help:PERF
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Without (18), one would be tempted to assume that X would refer to the first phrasal
constituent, and the physical host of the P2 clitic would be the final lexical constituent of that
phrase. Including (18), however, one must also allow for the potential for X to refer to the initial
lexical constituent of that first phrase as well. Since some languages also allow enclisis
(infixation of a clitic within its host), the form of X can be seen to vary parametrically across a
continuum with three distinct realizations, as shown in Figure 10. For any given language, the
potential value of X includes the entire set of values to its right, inclusive of the starting point.
For instance, since Yaqui accepts Wl +P2 (the first word as the attachment site for the clitic), it
also accepts XP1 +P2 (the first phrase as the attachment site for the clitic). The Clitic Unpacker
LBA for languages far to the left must be progressively more flexible than those to their right.

1st a of Pt Word of 1st Phrase 1s` Word of 1st Phrase ist Phrase

a1+P2 W1+P2 XP1+P2

Figure 10 - Possible Values for is` Position Object ( "X ")

The form of the clitic varies cross -linguistically, as well. In the case of Yaqui, the type of
elements that can be cliticized varies. Many languages, however, allow multiple constituents to

be cliticized simultaneously. In such cases, interestingly, the placement of these clitics with
respect to one another is strongly regimented. This is especially intriguing if one considers
languages in which the word order is normally free.

Lummi, a Straits Salish language of the Northwest Coast of North America, is a language
that has so- called clitic clusters. The full inventory of clitics is shown in (19)7:

(19)

a. Tense clitics b. Modal clitics

=so' Future =yaq

=1a' Past =yex"

=c'a'
c. Mood clitic =q

=0

d. Subject clitics (NOM, local)
=son 'I'
=sxw you
=ï 'we'

sxwbela you pl.'

7 Jelinek 1996 is the source for all Lummi data shown in this paper.
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Clitic clusters in Lummi occupy second position. Again, as in Yaqui, the host of the
clitics is whatever object is in first position. However, unlike Yaqui, multiple clitics can occur in
the second position simultaneously. Within this clitic cluster, clitics are ordered strictly
according to the paradigm in (20):

(20) =Q/MODAL=TENSE=SUBJECT8

Some examples from Lummi, showing the P2 clitic cluster in several environments, are
shown in (21) -(25). Example (21) shows a single clitic attached to an adjective. Example (22)
shows a two member clitic cluster, consisting of the past tense clitic followed by the 2" person
singular nominative clitic, attached to the predicate. Example (23) shows the verb followed by a
three- member clitic cluster, consisting of the question clitic, the past clitic, and the clitic for 2nd
person singular nominative. Example (24) is similar to (23). Example (25) shows a noun
followed by the future and 2 "d person singular nominative clitics.

(21) Fcik'as =1
tired =l pl:NOM
'We are tired.'

(22) cey= la =sx"'
work = PAST= 2sg:NOM
'You worked.'

(23) lerjt -oral = a= la' =sxa
see- 1 pl:ACC =Q= PAST= 2sg:NOM
'Did you see us ?'

(24) k"oniut -óga1
help -1 pl:ACC
'Will you (pl.) help us ?'

(25) si'em= sa' =sx""
chief =FUT= 2sg:NOM
'You will be a chief'

= a= sa'= sxwhela
=Q= FUTURE= 2p1:NOM

Designing a device to unpack and parse the Lummi clitic string is a little more
complicated than the equivalent task in Yaqui. First, it must be determined to what extent
unpacking is necessary. Second, if unpacking is necessary, a description of the device to unpack
the string is required. Third, since the clitic string in Lummi can contain multiple clitics, this
device, or some other, needs to parse and check the constituency of the clitic cluster (to test for
grammaticality, if nothing else).

s =Q /MODAL indicates that a question or modal clitic can occupy this position in the cluster. Because they occupy
the same position in the clitic cluster, a Lummi clitic cluster cannot contain both a question and a modal clitic
simultaneously.
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Does the clitic cluster in Lummi need to be unpacked? To answer this question, one must
determine what the canonical constituent ordering is in Lummi. If the order is rigidly enforced
and consistent in the local domain of the cluster, than no such unpacking algorithm is necessary.
Although constituent order is much more rigid in Lummi than in Yaqui, there is some flexibility
in the category of the object that can occupy first position.9 In (22) -(24), a verb is the host; in
(21), an adjective is the host; and in (25), a noun is the host. Assuming constituent order is
roughly VOS 19 (note that I did not indicate "word" order, since the constituents referenced here
are not words), the flexibility in the choice of 1St position constituent argues for some form of a
clitic unpacker.

But what form should this clitic unpacker take? In Yaqui, the design of such a device
was much simpler, since the clitic string consists of one clitic, which represents the subject.
Since Yaqui is subject initial, the LBA was designed to ensure that the subject clitic was moved
from second position to first. In Lummi, the clitic cluster is far more complex, and in many
ways, the cluster itself dictates the constituent ordering. For (22) -(24), the surface order of the
constituents, including the host verb, appears to match the canonical VOS order. (In these cases,
transitivity of the verb dictates the presence or absence of the object. We ignore the tense and
question clitics, for the moment.) What proves to be problematic are examples (21) and (25),
where there is no overt verb (and, depending on one's definition of the copula and choice of
syntactic theory, possibly no covert verb either).

The choice may require defining two devices to unpack the clitic cluster, one to unpack
sentences of the type in (22) -(24), and one to unpack sentences of the type in (21) and (25). The
templatic structure of the clitic cluster can be used to these devices' advantage, by making the
assumption that all slots have values. This seems warranted and justified if one considers (21),
which has no overt tense. In this case, the null value of this slot can be assumed to have a default
tense value: present. The LBA in Figure 11 acts as an identity device, mapping the constituents
to the same relative places in the output, confirming the canonical order.11 (Tense was moved
next to the verb, since this seemed an appropriate place for a verb "related" object.)

Figure 11 - Lummi Clitic Unpacker #1 (Identity)

9 Although, arguably, whatever occupies the first position is the predicate (Jelinek, p.c.).
10 This constituent order was derived from the examples containing overtly spelled out verbs, namely (21) -(24),
most specifically, (23) and (24). Since the object is a suffix of the verb, it occupies a position closer to the verb than
the subject, which surfaces as a clitic.

It is unclear what should be done with the question particle, so it was placed at the end. If the question particle
were ignored by this device -- mapped to the same position in the output- -then this device could easily be expressed
as an FSM.
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The LBA in Figure 12 acts as a clitic unpacker, placing the tense and subject clitics to the
front of the output string. In this device, X represents any object but a verb. The succeeding
device, whatever form it takes, would necessarily need to interpret the nascent tense clitic as an
indication of the presence of the copula.12

Figure 12 - Lummi Clitic Unpacker #2

6 Scrambling and Parsing

The purpose of the Yaqui Clitic Unpacker, an LBA shown in Figure 10, is to unpack the clitic
from its host and make it and the other material in the sentence available to whatever devices
follow. This Clitic Unpacker, whatever its expressive capacity, would need to parse successfully
a large number of structures, and to generate structures similar to those shown in (26) -(28) (these
examples are not Yaqui, but Yaqui after being processed by the Clitic Unpacker; the host
"unnaturally" follows the clitic in these examples):

(26) ='e uka
=2sg DET:ACC
'You gave me the horse.'

(27) ='e
=2sg

(28) ='e
=2sg

miika -k
gave -PERF

nee
1 sg:DAT

kava'i-ta nee
horse -ACC lsg:DAT

uka
DET:ACC

miika -k
gave -PERF

kava'i-ta
horse -ACC

uka
DET:ACC

miika -k
gave -PERF

nee
1 sg:DAT

kava'i -ta
horse -ACC

12 This analysis hinges on the assumption that there exist distinct categories of nouns and verbs in Lummi. Jelinek
1996 argues against this: "A persistent problem in the analysis of the Salish languages [of which Lummi is a
member] is the question of whether they show a contrast between noun and verb as lexical categories.... While it is
possible to separate Salish roots into various classes, including nominal roots, on the basis of their lexical features,
roots and the predicates derived from them are not associated with distinct maximal projects such as NP or VP.
There is no copula (in any paradigm) to derive sentences with a 'predicate noun' or adjective; thus we can say that
every sentence contains a verb only if we call all words (except the closed list of particles and adverbs) 'verbs'." If
we make this assumption about Lummi and apply it to the design of a parser, then the canonical and surface orders
shown in (21) -(24) are identical. In this case, no unpacker would be necessary. In fact, a parser for such a language
could be described with an FSM. I will not adopt this argument in this paper.
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However, the output of the Clitic Unpacker is only an intermediary step in the parsing
process; the Unpacker does not parse its input, it only unpacks the clitic. What of the device or
devices that parse its output? What is the their nature, and what is their expressive capacity?
Initially, it would appear that the best approach would be to design a device that could
descramble these structures into their canonical forms. The device would then be able to take the
structures represented in (26) -(28) and output the "underlying" form of SOIV (where I represents
the indirect object). Figure 14 (next page) shows a device which takes output similar to (26)-
(28) and generates an SOIV output. This device consists of a set of three integrated LBAs,
which, combined, I call a Descrambler:

Figure 13 - Descrambler

But, is such a descrambler necessary? Could the structures shown in (26) -(28), and all
other potential structures, be successfully parsed by a device whose expressive power is context -
free, rather than context -sensitive? For example, the RTNs shown in Figure 15 would
successfully be able to parse the structures in (26) -(28). Granted, a large number of such devices
would be necessary. However, the same would be true if one were to choose context -sensitive
devices instead (there are three integrated LBA in Figure 14). In fact, the number of devices
would be the same in either paradigm. That being the case, the context -free paradigm- -being
more optimal --would win.13

13 Although the form of the output has been mostly ignored in this paper (as it was indicated it would be), it should
be noted that its form might have some bearing on the type of grammar chosen. If one wished to have an output
whose structure was hierarchical and consistent from parse -to- parse, a context -sensitive grammar would seem
appropriate: it could freely match input words and phrases to nodes in the output, whatever form these might have.
For example, if the output were to have the structure [s [NP S] [vr O V]], a context -sensitive device would more
readily be able to parse the various scrambled structures --SOV, SVO, OSV --into the output structure, whereas a
context -free device would not.
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Figure 14 - RTNs to Parse the Scrambled Structures (24) -(26), Scrambled Parser

7 P2 Clitics, Scrambling and Parsing

In section 6, we devised an algorithm to parse scrambled sentences. The context -free Scrambled
Parser, being more optimal, was the winner over the context -sensitive Descrambler. In section
5, we discussed devices to unpack clitics, so- called clitic unpackers. Are both types of devices
necessary? For Lummi, arguably no, since the clitic unpacker for Lummi is a descrambler.14
For Yaqui, the question is a little more complicated.

To unpack the clitic in Yaqui, a rule of the type XC -* CX was used, where C
corresponds to the clitic, and X any first position constituent. Since such a rule is context -
sensitive, the power of an LBA is required. Could such an LBA be integrated into a parsing
device of the type discussed in section 6? At first glance, the answer would be "no ", primarily
because of the general nature of the rule XC -* CX, versus the more specific rules in Figures 13
and 14. Before accepting this conclusion, however, the question should be a little more carefully
analyzed.

Consider for a moment the "unpacked" sentences shown in (26) -(28), shown here again
in (29) -(31) in their unaffected forms:

(29) uka kava'i -ta ='e nee miika -k
DET:ACC horse -ACC =2sg 1 sg:DAT gave -PERF
'You gave me the horse.'

14 Based on the discussion in section 6 and here, one might question whether the power of context -sensitivity shown
for the Lummi clitic unpacker in section 5 is necessary. It might be possible to formulate devices with the more
limited power of context -free grammars.
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(30) miika -k ='e
gave -PERF =2sg

(31) nee ='e
lsg:DAT =2sg

uka
DET:ACC

miika -k
gave -PERF

kava'i -ta
horse -ACC

uka
DET:ACC

nee
lsg:DAT

kava'i -ta
horse -ACC

The clitic unpacker corresponding to the rule XC -* CX was devised as a solution to
convert any sentence with a second position clitic into one with the subject clitic fronted. By so
doing, we eliminated specific phrasal or lexical rules needed to unpack the clitic for each
category, rules of the form NC -+ CN, VC -* CV, etc. However, considering the rather large
number of rules required to parse scrambled structures, it should be questioned whether we really

have gained anything at all. Figure 14 shows a descrambler designed to parse the already
unpacked structures in (24) -(26). Now consider the descrambler in Figure 15 (where lower case
s denotes the subject clitic). This device (or set of devices) could descramble the sentences in
(29) -(31), the un- unpacked counterparts of (26) -(28). (For the moment, ignore the optimality of
this device. A more optimal context -free device could be devised.) If we posit such a device,
then there is no need for the Clitic Unpacker described earlier.

Figure 15 - Descrambler II

This conclusion, however, may be hasty. The rules shown in Figure 15 treat the clitic as

a phrasal affix. Although generally considered phrasal affixes (see Anderson 1992 for
discussion), clitics do have a high degree of flexibility cross -linguistically as to how they attach

to their hosts. The rule XC CX has the advantage because X can represent any first position
object: the first phrase, the first word, or the first stressed phonological unit (syllable). If the
interpretation is so commonly varied, then the rules described in Figure 15 would need to be
expanded to accommodate all the possible clitic hosts, an increase in the number of rules that the
rule XC -3 CX prevents. The clitic unpacker as a separate layer does appear fully warranted,
after all.

Let us return to Lummi. As described, the clitic unpacker for Lummi is a

descrambler /parser. A separate layer, as described for Yaqui, appears unwarranted However, if
one extends the principle of optimality to include solutions that are more general --a definition
not proposed in this paper, but one compatible with my definition- -then one would want a
solution whose structure is similar cross -linguistically. Mirroring the solution for Yaqui, one
could propose for Lummi a parser that includes a layer devoted to clitic unpacking, and another
layer devoted to parsing. Although such a solution would not be locally optimal --by proposing
an additional set of rules that would be unnecessary for Lummi, violating the second criterion of
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optimality --one would adopt a solution that is generally optimal, since it will work cross-
linguistically. By not adopting such a definition of optimality, one would be forced to design a
parser for Yaqui that would look and behave very differently than its counterpart for Lummi.

8 Concluding Remarks

The purpose of this paper was to devise optimal algorithms for parsing P2 clitics. Optimality
was defined by the two criteria shown in (1), repeated here for convenience:

(1) 1) The optimal solution is one which uses devices and formalisms whose generative
capacity is as low as possible on the Chomsky hierarchy.

2) The optimal solution uses as few "rules" or "devices" as possible.

Although the solution to unpack P2 clitics, generically described by the context -sensitive
rule XC --4 CX, is quite appealing and optimal, no solution would be possible without parsing
the scrambled structures in which P2 clitics are likely to occur. Appealing to context -sensitive
devices such as LBAs to descramble such structures offers some potential solutions which may
decrease the total number of devices or rules required for such a parse. The structure of a parser
might require "layers" of devices, each layer feeding devices in the next, until finally parsed
output is generated. An example design is shown in Figure 16.

Context -Sensitive

Context -Sensitive

Context -Free

LBA - Clitic Unpacker

LBA - Descrambler

1

RTN- Parser

1Ilr
Output

IIIP Output?

Figure 16 - Possible Design for a P2 Parser
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However, appealing to a definition of optimality that is so rigidly constrained by the

Chomsky Hierarchy may not be sufficient enough to devise the most efficient and universal

algorithms. In the previous section an amendment to the definition of optimality was proposed.

This definition proposes that the most optimal solutions are those that operate unchanged cross -

linguistically. Of course, this new criterion would compete with the other two criteria proposed,

in some ranking yet to be defined.
But perhaps there is more required for a definition of optimality. Could the rigid

placement of the P2 clitic, as well as the rigidly enforced ordering of constituents within the P2

clitic cluster itself, offer some insight into a solution? Perhaps the introduction of interrupt -

driven devices -- devices designed to interrupt the normal flow of a parse --for the purpose of

handling unexpected input, might provide for more efficient solutions. Using such devices could

allow the parser to parse scrambled structures, while simultaneously allowing it to parse P2 clitic

clusters. The added advantage is that the parser would only interrupt the flow of the parse when

and if P2 clitics are present within a given structure. Interrupt -driven devices are not easily

described by the levels of the Chomsky hierarchy. Other solutions, however, might involve

defining meta -grammars or rule schemas, which themselves define or interact with the rules of a

grammar. These do fit within the confines of the Chomsky hierarchy. The optimality of such

meta -grammars would be determined either by the grammar generated or by the meta -grammar,

depending on which is lower in the Chomsky hierarchy (Langendoen 1976).
It is obvious that parsing P2 clitics and scrambled structures is a difficult problem. This

paper introduces the reader to the complexity of the problem, and offers some solutions. Only a

very small set of solutions are discussed. Additional research is required to truly resolve the

problems presented.
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